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Los Dos Potrillos Cervecería (@ldpbeer) is releasing their POG Seltzer at the Parker location this week. POG is the first in an Artist Collaboration Series, featuring label design work from artists across the country. KC Corbett (@kcyal8r) of Corbett Creative in Baltimore, Maryland designed the first label, drawing inspiration from old school Mexican Cowboy culture that we hold near and dear to our hearts at LDPC. The POG Seltzer combines passion fruit, orange, and guava to create the best seltzer you’ve had to date. Clocking in at 4.4% ABV and packing a metric ton of flavor, this seltzer was born to party. Available immediately in 32 ounce crowlers and on draught. Keep posted for 4-pack 16 ounce cans coming this summer to a liquor store near you.
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